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Digital energy in
a changing landscape
Energy operators who want to succeed in today’s environment will need
to deploy data-driven technology platforms that are holistic and robust
enough to capitalize on the exponential technologies of today but also
flexible enough to enable the energy transition. Future energy workflows
will require new capabilities and techniques to drive scalable energy
within a low-carbon future. Therefore, operators must accommodate
and leverage vast amounts of data, modernize their IT infrastructures
to drive digitalization, and implement scalable technology platforms.
These platforms will enable new business models and revenue streams
to capitalize on collaborative partnerships and value opportunities
within a digital energy landscape.

The data challenge
The energy industry is no stranger to generating, storing, and processing
massive amounts of data. The past five decades have witnessed the
creation and acquisition of multiple data types in many layers, domains
and timescales. The industry has also invested heavily in diverse petrotechnical applications that build powerful workflows to help understand
the subsurface. Typically, these specialized geoscience and engineering
applications come with their own data models that are implemented
in proprietary databases. These closed systems have preserved silos
among domains, disciplines, and organizations, ultimately restraining
data distribution across workflows.
As a result, currently exploration and production (E&P) operators
make multi-million-dollar decisions involving insights derived from
complex systems of raw data, project data, public and corporate data,
structured and unstructured data—possibly comprising hundreds of
databases in a typical corporate datastore landscape. Yet this data is
stored in disconnected silos and transferred to different applications
for analysis and then stitched together one by one, which greatly
reduces efficiency.
In addition to the persistent problem of data silos, another
complicating factor is the growing number of cloud-enabled vendor
solutions and applications that have arisen as the industry starts
leveraging the scalability and agility of cloud. Even in a cloud-enabled
world, operators want to retain control over their hardware and cloud
technology, and some must comply with data residence restrictions.
In this challenging environment, new hybrid cloud offerings are
needed to enhance flexibility and adaptability for managing both
current and future energy workflows.
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“ As momentum grows for the OSDU Data
Platform, we are offering the industry’s
first commercial hybrid cloud enterprise
data management solution to leverage its
advanced capabilities to help customers
in all regions make faster decisions and
optimize operational efficiency.
Our solution was developed to accelerate
digitalization for all by enabling data
to be connected and managed at an
unprecedented scale, empowering AI
and data analytics workflows that deliver
new insights for operators to help drive
increased production, cost optimization,
and improved business performance.”
Rajeev Sonthalia
President, Digital & Integration
Schlumberger

Digital transformation:
Driving energy insights
at scale
Energy companies need to embrace four technological
principles to unlock the opportunities associated with
digitalization and associated technologies:
– Advanced digital solutions to harmoniously power data
science and physics-based models for holistic insights
– Flexible data platforms for enterprise scalability
– A seamless environment for any applications
– Modernization of technology infrastructure for complete
cloud-vendor independence
To advance digital transformation within the industry, IBM and
Schlumberger have collaborated to deliver a market-ready
solution that delivers the aforementioned foundational principles.

The Schlumberger and IBM enterprise data
management solution
After the open sourcing of the Schlumberger DELFI* data
ecosystem and its contribution to the Open Group OSDU™
Data Platform, Schlumberger has partnered with IBM and Red
Hat to enhance data management and operational capabilities.
This collaboration creates the only hybrid-cloud enabled, fully
packaged offering based on the OSDU Data Platform.
The Schlumberger and IBM enterprise data management
solution runs on IBM® hybrid cloud technology, based on Red
Hat® OpenShift®, and leverages Schlumberger expertise to
make their extensive data management solution available for
enterprise use. The solution will create a flexible and secure
path to cloud for oil and gas operators, enabling them to build
once and deploy solutions anywhere, across any hardware,
any cloud, or at the edge of their networks.
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The OSDU Data Platform: A foundation to drive
industry innovation

Other key benefits of the joint solution are that it will:
– Provide a single enterprise-scale optimized storage and access
for E&P data types, in compliance with local data residency laws.
– Allow easy connection to data for proprietary and third-party E&P
workflows that are intended to accelerate decision-making.
– Enable easier collaboration across multi-disciplinary teams via
a single data platform.
– Reduce the time to access quality data in context, for end users.
– Simplify the flow of data to consumers by providing automation
and tools for ingestion, governance and data quality control.

The OSDU Data Platform is an industry collaboration designed to
bring together data from all sources into a single scalable repository,
with optimized storage and access for the ever-increasing array of
data types across the energy business. Furthermore, the OSDU Data
Platform includes new and evolving energy sources, such as LNG,
hydrogen, wind and solar, as well as room for the nascent energy
transition data types.
The industry now has a single, unified data platform for the first time
in its history, addressing 40 years of data challenges and opening the
collaborative innovation required to drive value-added applications and
focused competitive advantage that sit on top of the data platform.
The Schlumberger and IBM Enterprise Data Management Solution
can deliver operational innovation by:
– Powering data management and governance, enabling broader
access to data sources across the enterprise to better manage
risk and reduce uncertainty
– Transforming business processes leveraging digital technologies
to meet evolving business needs and create value
– Supporting the migration to hybrid cloud technologies that can
deliver scalability, agility and expanded access

Addressing the unique operational requirements
of the energy industry
The enterprise data management solution primarily, but not exclusively,
addresses the needs of customers in the Middle East, Russia, China and
Northern Africa, many of whom are limited in using or accessing public
or global cloud technologies due to:
– Regulations related to data sovereignty or residency
– Corporate information security restrictions that may limit
the use of public cloud
– Poor telecoms infrastructure of limited quality

Schlumberger and IBM enterprise
data management solution
A premium data-driven workspace to
ingest, QC, organize, search, visualize
and analyze your data
Seamlessly connect to market-leading
extensions to digitally transform decision
making:
– DELFI domain and data science apps
– IBM Cloud Pak for Data
– 3rd-party OSDU-compatible apps

Schlumberger data platform extensions
Data foundation
OSDU
Open source data platform

A production-grade OSDU Data
Platform ready for business
Load, curate and govern all your data
sources with tools and services that
support data integration.

Data infrastructure of any type,
from any provider
Run on any public or private cloud,
enterprise infrastructure or edge.

IBM hybrid cloud
Red Hat OpenShift

Data infrastructure
Private cloud

On-premises

Multicloud

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the joint
OSDU solution and application
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A collaboration to power
digitalization at unprecedented
scale

the benefits of the analytics platform, such as secure access to
AI-augmented workflows, along with the data access benefits of
the OSDU Data Platform itself, including access to data residing in
enterprise resource planning (ERP), asset performance management,
production operations and real-time systems.

The joint solution benefits from IBM hybrid cloud technology—enabled
by OpenShift—called IBM Open Data for Industries for IBM Cloud Pak
for Data. IBM Cloud Pak® for Data is the unified platform that delivers
a data fabric to connect and access siloed data on premises or across
multiple clouds. This approach provides a consistent OSDU Data
Platform layer across hybrid cloud environments, empowered by Red
Hat, which orchestrates the proper containerization that enables the
creation of managed microservices to integrate and liberate data.
This key feature sets the stage for the management and deployment
of data analytics and advanced AI applications.

Schlumberger is at the forefront of the digitalization of the energy
industry. By contributing the source code from its DELFI data ecosystem
to the OSDU data platform, it accelerated the platform’s commercial
release, enabling the launch of an open and common data standard for
the entire industry. The DELFI data ecosystem is optimized for energy
data and built on a foundation of domain experience and expertise from
Schlumberger that spans almost 100 years. The joint solution has this
system at its heart and is augmented with AI and data analytics tools
developed by Schlumberger and its partners to drive automation,
efficiency and increased productivity across the E&P lifecycle, by
streamlining workflows and optimizing operations.

The native integration of IBM Open Data for Industries and IBM
Cloud Pak for Data provides an unprecedented opportunity for
enterprises to modernize legacy infrastructure and foster a unified
environment. Once this unified environment is established, you get

Through the combination of technology, digital solutions, and experience
from IBM and Schlumberger, the enterprise data management solution
enables customers to smoothly transition to the OSDU Data Platform
and accelerate their digital transformation, with the option to deploy the
solution on any private or hybrid cloud, in any region globally.
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Conclusions

Next steps

Modern energy enterprises face many data challenges, but there
are also several key enablers that are allowing the industry’s data
resources to evolve at an unprecedented rate. These enablers
include:

To learn more about how Schlumberger and IBM are providing
support for the current and future data needs of the energy industry:

– Migration to hybrid cloud technologies to support scalability,
agility and expanded access
– Deployment of advanced analytics and AI to generate holistic
insights that drive value-added business decisions
– Smart and modern data management that helps manage costs
and drive value

Visit the IBM Open Data for Industries resources page
View the Schlumberger and IBM enterprise data management
solution webinar

The Schlumberger and IBM enterprise data management solution
was built to leverage all these enabling trends. By combining the
capabilities of the OSDU Data Platform and IBM Cloud Pak for Data,
it can provide:
– A single upstream data platform replacing fragmented
and disconnected legacy data silos
– A single solution integrating all the tools needed to automate
data loading, quality control, governance, discovery, sharing
and consumption
– Direct application connectivity, to enable streaming of data
without import or export
Better data integration, better analytics, better data management
and better responsiveness allow for a significant reduction of
decision cycle time and more complete capture of the value buried
in your existing enterprise data.
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